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Date: October, 2023

INFORMATION

Subject: Information on Grease Seepage from Strut Assemblies

Brand: Model:
Model Year: VIN:

Engine: Transmission:
from to from to

Chevrolet
Camaro Z28 2014 2015

— —
7.0L (LS7)

—Camaro
ZL1-1LE 2018 2023 6.2L (LT4)

Involved Region or Country North America, Brazil, Europe, Middle East, China, Japan

Additional Options (RPOs) Equipped with SUSPENSION SYSTEM-RIDE, HANDLING, PERFORMANCE, VAR 2
(RPO FEA)
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Condition

5141833

5141823

Some customers and/or technicians may comment on a small amount of grease seepage
from a brass or gold colored fitting located at the bottom of the strut assemblies.
Note: At first glance, this may appear to be a fluid leak.

The 5th generation Camaro Z/28, as well as the 6th generation Camaro ZL1 1LE, employ
a different type of strut than other traditional car and truck lines. These struts are
specifically designed and tuned for the precise vehicle handling that these vehicles are
capable of.

Cause

This condition may be caused by a vent allowing breathing within the damper body. There
is no oil within this chamber but there is some grease on the inner walls of the housing
that keeps the insert tubing lubricated against the component's bushings. As air enters
and exits this vent, it is normal to have small amounts of this grease exit the strut. This is
actually part of the natural operation of these struts.

Correction No strut replacement is required for this condition listed above.
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Important: Service agents must comply with all
International, Federal, State, Provincial, and/or Local
laws applicable to the activities it performs under this
bulletin, including but not limited to handling, deploying,
preparing, classifying, packaging, marking, labeling,
and shipping dangerous goods. In the event of a
conflict between the procedures set forth in this bulletin
and the laws that apply to your dealership, you must
follow those applicable laws.

Version 3

Modified Released September 07, 2018
Revised May 14, 2021 – Added the 2020–2021 Model Years and updated the Involved
Region or Country section.
Revised October 12, 2023 – Added 2022-2023 Model Years to Camaro ZL1-1LE,
removed Korea from Involved Region or Country section and added the Important
statement.

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer". They are written to inform these
technicians of conditions that may occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the proper
service of a vehicle. Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, safety instructions, and know-how to do a
job properly and safely. If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that your
vehicle will have that condition. See your GM dealer for information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the
information.
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